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Mission Inn Resort & Club
El Campeón Golf Course
Hole by Hole Description

Hole 1 “Pine Valley”
515 Yards, par 5
The course starts with a short par 5 over a creek to a narrow fairway divided by trees. Water on both
sides of the green and numerous greenside bunkers challenge the shot maker going for the green on the
second shot.
Hole 2 “Bayou”
176 Yards, par 3
This par 3 requires a medium iron to a large, elevated green, bunkered on both sides with water coming
into play on the right side. Reaching the green in one is essential for a good score here.
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Hole 3 “Carry”
460 Yards, par 4
This par 4 with a slight dogleg left requires a big drive down the left side to avoid both a fairway
bunker and a large strand of trees on the right side. The green is large and elevated with a bunker
protecting the right side.
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Hole 4 “Mountain”
405 Yards, par 4
The real character of El Campeon starts here. The tee shot must carry a lake to find the uphill fairway
that rises 85 feet to the green. Right side placement will allow a clear angle to the green. The second
shot is from a sidehill lie, while the severity of the sloping fairway requires one to two extra clubs to
reach a green you can’t see.
Hole 5 “Twin Oaks”
450 Yards, par 4
The fairway doglegs slightly left while sloping severely right to left. Two fairway bunkers on the right
side come into play, as do the twin oaks that guard the elevated green, which slopes severely from right
to left. Wherever the pin is, your target is left of that.
Hole 6 “Panorama”
398 Yards, par 4
Starting from an elevated tee box, the fairway doglegs left. The second shot will be uphill to a large but
blind green guarded on both sides by tall pines. The green slopes severely from back to front and also
is protected by a greenside bunker on the left.
Hole 7 “Canal Zone”
457 Yards, par 4
Another downhill tee shot, this one to a landing area that is larger than it appears. Trees guard the right
side while lakes on the left feed a stream that runs across the fairway. Only a well-placed drive offers
the chance of hitting the green in two as the fairway climbs uphill to a deep and narrow green. Par here
is an excellent score.
Hole 8 “Island Green”
190 Yards, par 3
A downhill par 3 to a generous green surrounded by water on two sides and bunkered on the left
shoulder, providing the only safe bailout area. The elevated tee provides a clear view of the daunting
shot in front of you but makes the hole appear longer than it really is.
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Hole 9 “Needle”
352 Yards, par 4
From an elevated tee box next to the resort, this wide-open hole provides a mental break after the
previous holes. For many players, a driver is not necessary. The only real trouble is a large fairway
bunker midway on the right side. This is the rare opportunity to make up shots lost.
Hole 10 “Dogleg”
569 Yards, par 5
The longest par 5 on the course requires a strong drive followed by a second shot around a sharp
dogleg right protected by a tall oak. A tee shot down the right side allows the long hitter to cut the
corner across water shortening the hole substantially to set up a birdie opportunity. The green is well
bunkered on both sides.
Hole 11 “Cedar”
431 Yards, par 4
For the best approach, play your shot to the left side of this dogleg-left hole that is hemmed in by
fairway bunkers right and tall trees left. The green slopes from front to back, making it appear closer
than it is and tricking players into coming up short.
Hole 12 “Stretch”
240 Yards, par 3
This strong par 3 usually requires a long utility club or wood to reach the small, elevated, two-level
green. Sand on both sides protects theputting surface.
Hole 13 “Horizon”
340 Yards, par 4
Over a lake and straight uphill, the landing area is tightened by large fairway bunkers. Take one to two
more clubs to cover the uphill distance and reach a blind green that slopes from back to front.
Hole 14 “Descending”
532 Yards, par 5
Beginning at the highest point on the course, this par 5 plays downhill toward a lake on the right side
before the fairway turns right and climbs uphill. A long drive to the narrowest part of the fairway
rewards the long hitter with an eagle opportunity on the approach shot to an elevated green protected
by multiple bunkers and a mature oak on the right side.
Hole 15 “Gator”
142 Yards, par 3
The shortest par 3 on the course sits on a peninsula with plenty of water to the left. Judge the distance
carefully as even a slightly long shot can roll off the back and into the water.
Hole 16 “Position”
364 Yards, par 4
Consider leaving your driver in the bag on this short par 4. The best play is landing short of the water
hazard that runs down both sides of the fairway and fronts the island green protected on all sides by
sand.
Hole 17 “Devil’s Delight” 556 Yards, par 5
Off the tee, avoid the fairway bunkers on the left side and hanging oaks on the right. The second shot is
challenged by a large, historic live oak positioned strategically in the center of the fairway. Stay to the
right of the tree for the best line in.The green sits behind water and slopes severely from back to front,
so a deep approach leaves a very challenging downhill putt.
Hole 18 “Temptation”
423 Yards, par 4
The finishing hole provides a picturesque and tempting challenge. The tee shot crosses a lake to a
narrow fairway that runs left to right. A longer drive, carrying farther into the right side of the fairway,
leaves a much shorter approach shot to a long, narrow green protected by mature trees on the left and
greenside bunkers on the right.
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